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Welcome to the club. 
 

We are one of the oldest established flying clubs in Scotland and have been operating from Airth for 

over 20 years.  In joining the club you will have the use of an excellent flying field with no restrictions 

as to flying times or model type fixed wing or helicopter.  Novices can take advantage of the clubs 

buddy/box system for training you will be invited to attend the winter monthly meetings with topics of 

aviation interest.   

 

During the mid-summer the club hosts a fly/in for local clubs and in August a fly/in for clubs from all 

over Scotland. 

 

The club has adopted the Scottish Aero modellers Association Safety Code. Members should study the 

rules and fly by these guidelines. Failure to comply with the rules could in extreme cases result in the 

loss of life.  Material damage, loss of the flying site and at the very least the enjoyment of the members 

may be curtailed. Breaches of the rules will be dealt with under the disciplinary procedures as laid down 

in the constitution. 

 

For safety reasons it is recommended that a companion should accompany any member flying. 

Before flying make sure that batteries are fully charged and that the model is in a fit and safe condition 

to fly, also that the engine meets sound requirements. 

 

Before take-off call “take-off” and make sure clearance is given by active flyers.  After take-off always 

make the first turn away from pits and pilot stance. Retreat to pilot box as soon as possible. 

 

Call “landing” and receive assurance other pilots are aware of your intentions.  Return to the pits as 

soon as possible and clear landing area. 

 

When running up engines in pit area make sure model is facing outwards from pits and away from any 

people ... Models MUST be restrained either mechanically or manually when running up. All 

adjustments to be made from behind the propeller. 

 

Engine tuning (holding up planes) and operating at full power should only be carried out at an area 

forward of the pit area but behind the pilot’s stance. It is essential that other people remain behind and 

are a safe distance from the propeller 

 

Do not over fly the pits, car park, Pilots stance or Heli-pad, especially the farmhouse. 

 

Flying in a dangerous manner, e. g. flying the model over the pits flying between the pits and the pilot 

stance diving towards the pilot stance or the pits will be considered a warn able offence and persistent 

offenders will be liable to be asked to leave the club. 

 

Where applicable the above rules also apply to helicopters. 

 

Helicopters should be operated from the designated Heli-pad a safe distance from the runway used by 

fixed wing aircraft and insuring that a safe margin is observed towards the parked cars.  Any time the 

runway is not in use for fixed wing flying it will be available for the use of helicopters. 

 

Please insure that all litter including material from crashes is picked up and disposed of out with the 

farm. 

 

Cars should be parked on the left side of the road allowing clearance for other members and for the farm 

vehicles and should not turn or drive on the grass. 

 

Occasionally full size aircraft over fly the field.  If these are at low altitude pilots must take sensible 

avoiding action and if in doubt land. 


